Abstract-Modern sensors, such as multifunctional radars, comprise many settings and the number of controllable settings is increasing due to technological advance. Although having many settings allows many capabilities, it simultaneously requires an automatic manager to control them. This paper proposes missiondriven resource management to control reconfigurable sensing systems during run time. It works as follows. First, expected mission success is defined from an end-user point of view. Because such criterion can eventually be mathematically linked to the adaptable parameters of the reconfigurable systems, these parameters can be optimally selected. To illustrate, a case study is considered where many heterogeneous high-level operational tasks (i.e., air defense, weather alarm, crowd control, and drone flight) have to be supported by several fully reconfigurable radio-frequency antenna front ends. This paper analytically and numerically compares the proposed mission-driven method that maximizes end-user's expectations for mission success, with a traditional task-driven one, that solely optimizes task performance characteristics. To conclude, by maximizing expected mission success, the systems are automatically adapted to new circumstances, and the end-user's mission is constantly supported by the system in the most effective way.
A better optimization method is based on an objective function. Such an objective function then quantifies performance with an ordinal (or cardinal) number, and allows to unambiguously compare optimality of solutions. In this way, the optimization goal is mathematically clear and the algorithm is more robust against changing situations and scenarios.
Many objective functions have been proposed to measure task performance based on technical characteristics. Popular characteristics in sensor management are (cumulative) target detection probability (e.g., [4] [5] [6] ), tracking accuracy (e.g., [7] and [8] ), measures in the information theory (e.g., [8] [9] [10] [11] ), and signal power/energy (e.g., [12] [13] [14] [15] ) or other qualities (e.g., [16] [17] [18] [19] ). Similar metrics are used in the communication domain: packet/bit (error) rates (e.g., [20] and [21] ), signal/power (interference) levels (e.g., [22] [23] [24] ) or throughput/latency (e.g., [23] and [25] ).
Some sensors are multifunctional and can simultaneously execute many tasks and adapt for each task the settings. The aforementioned metrics vary between task types (i.e., not comparable), but a decision has to be made to tradeoff between these task performances when there are limited resources and many tasks.
The task-driven approach deals with many tasks as follows. A single additive-utility function (e.g., [5] , [7] , [16] [17] [18] , [26] , and [27] ) is used to combine all individual task performances. Such utility function is usually a summation of task -utilities or task-qualities multiplied with their priorities or weights. Threat assessment can sometimes used for task prioritization (e.g., [28] [29] [30] ). There remain several issues. For instance, there exist no consistent meaning of utility, because the qualities are described with incompatible technical characteristics. Although the optimal allocation of tasks is claimed by maximizing such utility, there is no justification that the aforementioned utility definition equals the utility for the end-user's mission.
A risk-driven approach is based on cost or loss definitions and can have more operational meaning for end users [29] , [31] . However, in several cases, resource characteristics are involved in its definition (e.g., risk of losing track [7] , misclassification [32] , and cost of weapon deployment [33] ). This does not address the essential aspect of the mission, because the systems are actually not employed for the benefit of the resources themselves, but to achieve mission goals.
To conclude, the dominant idea is that optimization should be driven by sensing and system characteristics. In contrast, a mission-driven solution would just configure systems in such a way that they contribute as much as possible to the end-user's mission. This concept gets only recently interest and little related works exist (e.g., [29] and [33] ). We consider it very beneficial for end users and discussed the principles and some aspects of mission-driven objective functions [34] , [35] . However, it is yet unclear how the performance compares from a mission point of view to a task-driven approach.
B. Presented Work
This paper's contribution is a resource manager that maximizes the end-user's expectations for mission success, instead of solely optimizing task performance characteristics, and compares it analytically and numerically in a dynamic security case study with a task-driven approach.
The mission-driven approach works as follows. First, expected mission success is defined. This metric depends on many aspects such as performance of sensors, effectors, data communication, and human operators. Second, the adaptable system parameters are mathematically linked to expected mission success. Finally, by maximizing expected mission success, the settings within tasks and tradeoffs between different types of tasks are automatically and optimally selected.
To illustrate, we consider a case study involving the security of a large event where many threats and related operational tasks are defined. The controllable systems are four fully reconfigurable radio-frequency (RF) antenna front ends, which allow to implement many design solutions and capabilities (e.g., radar surveillance and radio communication) during run time.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II proposes the mission-driven objective function and links it to an operational task metric. Section III analytically determines the improvement over a traditional task-driven method. Section IV defines a case study with several operational tasks for numerical comparison. A reconfigurable resource model is presented in Section V. In Section VI, it is demonstrated that the system can be automatically reconfigured, and compares the mission-driven method with traditional ones. Section VII concludes this study and summarizes the impact of the presented results. Appendices A-D present methods to estimate the quality of specific operational tasks execution.
II. DEVELOPED MISSION-DRIVEN OBJECTIVE
This section proposes an objective function that combines all aspects important to the end users (e.g., prevent any damage, calamities, and/or panic). In addition, its relation to an operational task performance metric is determined.
A. Mission Success
The mission is defined successful if all goals are achieved at the moment that the mission is originally planned to end. In this case, the utility for the end user is maximized. This means that "mission success" can be quantified as follows:
where u z is the utility of achieving goal z. Thus, when all goals are achieved after the mission, then utility U is maximized and the mission is a full success. To emphasize, this utility is not based on task execution, as in a traditional task-driven solution, but on obtained mission results.
The definition of the goal utility u z is a challenging task. To make goals tangible, they can be related to obtaining or losing assets, which can be defined in various ways, as in Section IV. A suggestion can then be to determine its economic value (e.g., in euro currency). However, apart from conceptual differences in the definition of the economic value (e.g., cost of replacing it, cost of losing it, gain of selling it), it becomes very hard when humans are (part of) the goals/assets.
There remain also other possibilities to define utility values u z . When an asset is the main tent during a large event, it can also be linked to the calmness of the people inside. If the calmness level remains high, then the asset is secured. If a calamity and/or panic occurs, the calmness level decreases and the asset is not secured. Another possibility is to measure utility in terms of reputation. End users have indicated that political impact of an accident is sometimes more important than actual physical impact. In this case, the utility could be related to the amount of negative attention in the media.
B. Mission Success Expectations
A fundamental problem is that goal utility u z at the end of the mission cannot be determined before the mission has ended. In reality, it is unpredictable what will actually happen and which assets will be affected during the mission. As a result, value U is beyond the system's control. However, it is possible to maximize "mission success expectations" by employing the expected-utility model [36] , [37] 
where P (S z ) is the probability that goal/asset z is secured (i.e., obtained by capturing and/or retained by protecting) when the mission ends. Note, maximization of U E does not guarantee maximum U , but it maximizes its expectations for it. Let us assume that threats exist that can prevent the end user from obtaining mission success. To counter these threats, operational tasks can be defined. The probability that an operational task k is successfully executed for goal z is then related to the expected utility, as expressed by following formula:
where P (E k ) is the probability that the threat, that is described by operational task k, becomes reality. In the aforementioned definition, it is assumed that all threats can nullify the goal utility. Of course, an alternative solution that is less strict is also possible.
The probability that an operational task k is successfully executed in perspective of goal z is calculated by testing the system response during N k possible scenarios
where S zk means that asset z is secured against the threatening event specified in operational task k, E k means that the event specified in operational task k occurs during the mission, and X kn is a possible scenario n within operational task k. A scenario is a detailed description of a possible incident (e.g., a small air object takes trajectory n = 23 toward asset z = 2) within a general event (e.g., an air object attacks).
The aforementioned analysis is very flexible and broad. A scenario is, for example, not limited to a single attacking object, but can consist of multiple threatening objects attacking an asset. Moreover, a single scenario, such as a weather storm, can damage multiple assets. It is also possible that scenarios of different types of operational tasks happen at the same time (e.g., an ultralight and agitated crowds).
The difficulties associated with finding the task performance probabilities should not be underestimated. Nevertheless, the appendices provide some possible techniques to find them. Although the exact performance evaluation method has no effect on the concept of management, it is important to understand that the correctness of the model output influences the practical optimality of model-based optimization.
The operational task performance is referred to as quality-ofservice (QoS). This can be presented to the end user to express the impact of system performance on mission goals. Moreover, it allows to analytically compare a mission-driven method with a task-driven one, as conducted in Section III.
III. IMPROVEMENT OVER TASK-DRIVEN OBJECTIVE
This section analytically investigates the improvement of directly maximizing mission success expectations instead of maximizing a task-driven objective.
A task-driven objective function is derived based on the discussed principle (e.g., [5] , [7] , [16] [17] [18] , [26] , and [27] ) of multiplying task qualities with their priorities
where p zk is the priority of asset-task combination zk. Let us assume that the priorities are based on a threat assessment approach (e.g., [3] , [29] , and [30] ). The event's threat assessment is reused for this purpose
The theoretical boundaries of the improvement ratio are determined by analyzing the following two cases.
In the first case, there is only a single task for one asset. Thus, there is only one QoS zk that can be optimized. When P (E k ) and u z are nonzero, maximizing U Q or U E results in the same allocation in which QoS zk is maximized (there are no other QoS zk to spend resources on). Therefore, all solutions have the same mission success expectations, and the improvement of using the developed mission-driven objective instead of a task-driven objective is zero (i.e., ratio is one).
Let us assume in the second case two assets and three tasks. Task k = 1, 2 for asset z = 1 and task k = 3 for asset z = 2. The mission-driven method results in the following equation:
The task-driven method results in following equation:
When P (E 1 ) = 1 and QoS 11 = 0 in all cases (i.e., QoS 11 cannot be changed by the resources), then losing asset z = 1 can be better accepted, and all resources should be devoted to at least save asset z = 2 (i.e., no resources should be spent on QoS 12 ). In other words, find the allocation that maximizes the mission success expectations
where function arg retrieves the allocation A of the optimization max. Allocation A comprises all tunable parameters. A task-driven additive-utility objective formulation does not optimize directly the impact for the mission. Therefore, it may remain spending resources on QoS 12
In the worst case (e.g., u 1 P (E 2 ) is very high), the taskdriven optimization spends all resources on QoS 12 at the cost of QoS 23 . As a result, U E (A Q ) = 0. The improvement of using the mission-driven objective instead of the task-driven one is then infinite (i.e., U E (A E ) divided by zero).
To conclude, the improvement ratio is within the range of [1, ∞). Thus, the obtained performance cannot be worse, is at least equal, and potentially much better.
IV. CASE STUDY
Assume that a large event, which has attracted the attention of many people, is organized as depicted in Fig. 1 . In practice, the number of possible accidents during such events is unlimited, but the available resources to prevent them are scarce. In order to quantify the risks, the following four high-valued assets have been identified by the event's organizers: 1) the main tent and the people within it; 2) a mobile base station for public communication;
3) a moving very-important person (VIP); 4) a camera-equipped drone for crowd control.
As shown in Fig. 1 , there are also effector units, which are deployed to intercept objects that pose a threat to the relevant assets. The first two effectors are surface units (e.g., police officers) and can intervene on the ground. The third one (e.g., helicopter) can fly and intercept small air units.
Another duty for the responsible security services of the event management is to assess future threatening scenarios. Solutions exist to support end users in threat assessment (e.g., [38] [39] [40] ), but detailed discussions are considered beyond the scope of this paper. Assume that based on such a conducted assessment, following four types of threats are defined:
1) an unmanned ultralight can fly over the event and attack an asset; 2) a weather storm may approach, causing severe winds that may lead to calamities; 3) people in the crowd on location can start to form groups, get agitated, and maybe even behave aggressively; 4) the autopilot of the surveillance drone may fail, which is devastating to the event security. The ultralight and storm threats are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Based on the four threats, following four types of operational tasks are formulated:
1) air defense against potential flying threatening objects; 2) weather observation/alarm for sudden severe storms; 3) crowd control against potential threatening groups; 4) drone control to correct instructions of autopilot. The Appendices A, B, C, and D present methods to estimate task performance P (S zk |E k ). We are aware that some aspects are simplified and may not be well aligned for all cases with current practices of safety services. However, as explained in Section II, the exact performance evaluation method has no effect on the concept of model-based management.
V. RECONFIGURABLE RESOURCE MODEL
A platform is deployed within the fictional event as shown in Fig. 3 . The platform is equipped with four reconfigurable RF front ends that are oriented to the North, East, South, and West. The RF front ends are identical, thus all four have the same model. This section presents radar surveillance, radio communication, and reconfigurable antenna front-ends models that connect the system characteristics to the operational task parameters.
A. Radar Surveillance
The radar surveillance capability is simultaneously needed for operational tasks k = 1, 2 (i.e., air defense and weather alarm). One of the possibilities of a reconfigurable RF front end is that it can be configured to provide an agile radar pencil beam that can search for objects in a specified volume. An example of search volumes for each of the RF front ends for air surveillance for operational task k = 1 is given in Fig. 3 . The search volumes for each RF front end can be adjusted separately.
When the radar pencil beam is pointed to an object, then the single pulse signal-to-noise-ratio is given by [41] , [42] 
where P S is surveillance transmit power, G S is surveillance antenna gain, λ is radar wavelength, RCS knm is radar cross section of the expected object in scenario n defined by operational task type k = 1, 2 during measurement m, R knm is the object range during measurement m, scenario n for operational task k, N is noise power, and L is system losses. Note, P S , G S , and RCS knm have to correspond to the sensor that is executing measurement m during scenario n. The radar detection probability P D (SNR, n p , P fa ) of a target with Swerling fluctuation depends on the single pulse SNR, the selected false alarm rate P fa and the number of processed pulses n p [41] . Thus, P knm at moment m during scenario n for operational task k = 1, 2 is given by
where n ks is the selected number of transmitted pulses by sensor s for operational task k = 1, 2, and P fa (k) is the selected false alarm probability for air or weather surveillance. The revisit time of sensor s in the search volume for operational task k = 1, 2 is estimated as
where DT ks is the dwell time for a single beam search position, a ks specifies between range [0, 1] the allocated time resources to task k, θ s and φ s are the radar beamwidths for a sensor s in azimuth and elevation, respectively, and θ k and φ k are the search volumes for operational task k = 1, 2 in azimuth and elevation, respectively. Operator . is a ceiling function. For a high pulse repetition tnterval (PRI) radar, the dwell time for one beam position is given by DT ks = n ks PRI ks = n ks 2R un (k, s) c w + τ ks (14) where n ks is number of pulses, τ ks is pulse length, R un (k, s) is unambiguous and maximum range for operational task k = 1, 2 and sensor s, and c w is the wave propagation speed. The radar range resolution ΔR and cross-range resolution ΔCR knm for operational task type k, scenario n, and measurement m, which is used to calculate the classification performance for weather surveillance, is estimated as
ΔCR knm = 2R knm tan 0.5θ r (16) where B k is the used bandwidth for operational task k. The radar accuracy in spherical coordinates, which are eventually transformed to estimate the measurement accuracy in perspective of the effector, is given by [42] σ Rs (k, n, m) = c w 2B k 2(ISNR) knm (17) σ As (k, n, m) = θ r S mono 2(ISNR) knm (18) where σ Rs is sensor accuracy in range, σ As is sensor accuracy in azimuth, B k is the used bandwidth for search in the framework of operational task k, (ISNR) knm integrated-signal-to-noise ratio [42] at measurement m for operational task k, and S mono is the monopulse pattern difference slope.
B. Radio Communication
A radio communication link, as shown in Fig. 3 , is concurrently required for operational tasks k = 3, 4 (i.e., crowd control and drone control). The links are modeled by assuming a stationary free space radio channel [43] , [44] 
where P R (k) is the received power, P T (k) is the transmitted power, G T (k) is the antenna gain for transmission, G R (k) is the receive antenna gain, λ k is the communication wavelength, and d link is the range to the drone as shown in Fig. 3 .
The signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver input is given by
Based on the SNR R it is possible to compute the theoretical bit error rate (BER) [43] . If a binary shift keying modulation scheme is assumed, BER is estimated as
where Q is an error function of [43] , E b the energy per bit, and N 0 the power spectral density of the additive white Gaussian noise assumed in the underlying model [43] . The binary BCH codes [45] is used as forward error correction scheme to be more resilience against bit errors. As a results, the packet error rate (PER) is given by
where t(k) is the maximum number of error bits and n(k) is the total size of the packet including the overhead. The block length n(k), which should be larger than the original packet size, is given by
where m is a positive integer larger than 3. A detailed table is given in [45] of possible binary BCH codes, but in order to be concise the maximum number of error bits is estimated as
where p(k) is the number of data bits of the original packet.
Operator . is a floor function. If the correction scheme is not used for task k = 3, 4, then n(k) = p(k) and t(k) = 0. The total number of bits including all overhead is given by
where N im (k) is the size in bits of the original message. The probability that this complete message is successfully transmitted and received is given by
C. Reconfigurable RF Front End
Each RF front end s = 1, 2, 3, 4 is physically divided in three parts as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The communication up and down links receive their own part. The air and weather surveillance have to share their time budget. Parameters a 1s and a 2s control the division of time budget over tasks k = 1, 2. Parameters a 3s , a 4s , and a 5s control the division of antenna elements over the tasks. Because the resources are limited, the allocations are interdependent: a 1s + a 2s = 1 = a 3s + a 4s + a 5s .
The selected allocation influences the characteristics of surveillance and communication for each RF front end s P S −s = a 5s P 0 (27)
where P 0 is the total available power at the RF front end, G 0 the antenna gain of the complete array, θ 0 is the antenna beamwidth of the complete array, and P T −drone , G T −drone , and G R −drone are the drone's transmit power, transmit antenna gain, and receive antenna gain, respectively.
VI. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT DEMONSTRATION
The operational task performance QoS zk is linked to the expected mission success U E in Section II and the system parameters are linked to QoS zk in Section V and the Appendices. As a result, expected mission success can be maximized by adapting the system parameters, as demonstrated in the following.
A. Operational Story
The operational tasks k = 1, 2, 3 (i.e., air defense, storm protection, and crowd control) are generated for the assets z = 1, 2, 3 (i.e., main tent, communication base station, and VIP). Operational task k = 4 (i.e., drone flight) is only generated for asset z = 4 (i.e., camera-equipped drone). Many test scenarios are defined, and the likelihood of scenarios P (X kn |E k ) is assumed uniform. When the mission starts, the threat assessment is defined as P (E 1 ) = 0.3, P (E 2 ) = 0, P (E 3 ) = 0.5, and P (E 4 ) = 0. Furthermore, the organization has uniformly prioritized the assets: u z = 1 for all z.
Many aspects (e.g., positions of the VIP and drone) will change during the mission. The following changes in the expectations are added, where t 0 is the moment that the mission starts and T M is the total mission time.
1) New intelligence is received at t 1 = t 0 + 0.2T M via twitter that an ultralight air object is observed near the event.
Because of this, P (E 1 ) increases to 0.9. 2) The drone fails to cope with a situation at t 2 = t 0 + 0.3T M and the drone operator should intervene. Because of this, P (E 4 ) becomes 1 until the drone is secured. 3) An ultralight air object becomes detectable at t 3 = t 0 + 0.5T M . After detection, P (E 1 ) increases to 1. After the interception, P (E 1 ) is decreased to 0.9 again. 4) The weather-agency reports an increased probability of a storm coming from the West near the event at t 4 = t 0 + 0.8T M . Because of this, P (E 2 ) increases to 0.8. When an ultralight object is detected after moment t 3 , a mission critical question has to be answered. Namely, can we expect more ultralight objects, and if so, can we neutralize them with the remaining effectors? If no more ultralight objects are expected or no effector resources are available to intercept another one, then spending resources on finding new ultralights is useless. In that case, the full air surveillance capacity should be allocated to track the detected target.
It is assumed in this simulation that a detected object results in three extra potential trajectories for QoS zk evaluation. Namely, from the current object's location toward the three assets z = 1, 2, and 3. The probability P (X kn |E k ) that an attacking object takes this path kn for each of these three paths is assumed to be equal to 0.25. Thus, there is a probability of 1 − (3 * 0.25) = 0.25 that the detected object is actually not successfully attacking, and that another object attacks.
As a result, the system will mainly focus on a detected object, but not exclude the possibility that an undetected object attacks. Of course, the complexity of the case study can be increased by adding extra effectors, but the proposed principle to tradeoff between searching new objects and intercepting targets remains the same: Maximize U E .
B. Algorithm Strategy
The MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox is exploited to maximize U E and U Q . We used a two-step process. First a multistart gradient-search algorithm is applied to obtain an optimized allocation solution. This output is used as input for a pattern-search algorithm as a starting point. A number of system parameters is assumed reconfigurable to demonstrate the mission-driven optimization. Allocation a 1s is optimized for each sensor s. Allocations a 3s and a 4s are equal to zero and not optimized, except when s = c, where index c relates to RF front-end index s that covers the drone position and can be selected to communicate with this moving platform. The surveillance part is optimized for each sensor s: volume range R un (k, s) and number of pulses n ks for operational tasks k = 1 and 2. The communication part is optimized using the following parameters: average number of bits per pixel B im , communication bit-rate R b (k), and error bit control m(k) and p(k) for operational tasks k = 3 and 4.
C. Management Evaluation
The threat assessment and automatic management as function of mission time is depicted in Fig. 5 . The first subplot shows the expectations P (E k ). The second subplot shows a few system parameters. Only a 1s for front end s = 3, which is pointing to the West, is plotted, because the expected storm is coming from the West. The system is continually reconfigured based on expectations P (E k ) and the dynamic situation. This can also be seen in Fig. 6 . The tasks performances QoS zk values are constantly adapted during the mission, depending on the situation and expectations. [34] ) during the mission. The first three assets z = 1, 2, 3 are roughly equally protected, which is mainly due to the fact that they are equally vulnerable and have the same threats to deal with. Asset z = 4 is completely different, because the drone is only facing the threat of incorrect flight control.
The difference between a heuristic and the proposed modelbased solution can be explained by considering moment t 4 . A heuristic solution could enable the weather surveillance using some simple rule, such as for s = 3: if P (E 2 ) > 0, then a 2s = 0.3, else a 2s = 0. However, then the actual argument for enabling weather surveillance remains unstated. Instead, the proposed solution is based on models. In the employed models, it is described that as soon as weather surveillance sensing capability is enabled, the detection of coming severe storm initiates an evacuation action, and therefore, the damage to the assets that are vital to the mission can be reduced. Thus, the mission-driven concept enables weather surveillance at moment t 4 , not because of any expert's opinion, but to maximize mission success expectations U E .
The operational risk R after traditional task-driven optimization is also displayed in Fig. 7 . The mission-driven solution results in the lowest risk values, and provides expected-utility U E values that are on average 6% higher, with a maximum up to 23%, than the task-driven method. Note, the QoS zk used in this task-driven method already expresses operational relevance, and is not describing sensing or system characteristics. Moreover, this QoS zk is comparable between heterogeneous tasks, which allows meaningful summation. Therefore, the used task-driven objective function is already much better in comparison to many that can be found in the literature. Moreover, as shown in Section III, the improvement of using the mission-driven solution can be infinitely high.
VII. CONCLUSION
The developed mission-driven resource management solution directly defines the end-user's mission as the optimization objective for reconfigurable sensing systems. As a result, the process is not driven by technical characteristics, lookup tables, rules-of-thumb, task priorities, and/or artificial quality measures, but by mission success. Any decision (e.g., tradeoffs between many types of tasks, graceful performance and degradation) can be made based on a single objective function, making the optimization clear and transparent. Thus, the system effectiveness is not measured by an abstract information measure or technical estimation error, but by how much a sensing system is expected to contribute to the mission. The obtained performance with a mission-driven approach in comparison to a task-driven one cannot be worse, is at least equal, and potentially much better.
The presented framework allows to define various threats, heterogeneous tasks, (reconfigurable) sensing resources, and mission success in a consistent manner. New aspects can be easily added. The result of permanent maximization of mission success expectations is that the systems are automatically, quickly and accurately adapted to fast changing missions, environments, and threats. As a result, the end user is supported to execute the mission, such as the security of a large event, in the most effective way.
APPENDIX A PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL AIR DEFENSE
This appendix estimates the probability P (S z 1 |X 1n ) that asset z is secured against threatening air objects in scenario n of operational task k = 1. To be concise, only scenarios with a single object that is targeting a single asset are considered. An air object is able to take off from outside the event area, and then, fly toward an asset as example trajectories show in Fig. 2 . The boundary drawn around each asset indicates the positions of an air object at which the effector can still initiate an in-time interception.
Successful interception of threatening objects requires that supporting information is provided by the sensors to the effector that has the capability to intercept air units. Let us assume that the sensor can detect and track air units, and the effector uses the sensed information (e.g., object position) to intercept the dangerous object (e.g., the object is unexpected and/or does not respond to interrogation).
When the sensor is performing air surveillance, the effector is standing-by, and an air object is flying some trajectory n, then there are many possible outcomes. Assume that the sensor executes track-while-scan surveillance and M n is equal to the total number of possible object scans during scenario n. For every scan number m = 1 . . . M n , there is a probability P knm that the object is detected. It is assumed that an initial detection is promoted to a confirmed track when the object is detected twice in sequence. Further, the sensor cues a target to the effector for interception at the moment of a confirmed track if there is no indication that the object is friendly.
Given the described system concept, Fig. 8 shows a Markov chain [46] for calculating possible outcomes for a given scenario. The states of the Markov chain should be understood from the threatening object perspective (e.g., they do not express the sensor states). The chain is synchronized with the sensor scans m = 1 . . . M n . When an object starts an attack, the attacking process starts in state "1. no detection." At each step m, the state can change, which depends on the depicted probabilities. If m > M n , then the process stops, because this means that the system did not intercept the threat in time. Only if the process ends up in the "7. intercept succeeded" state, the system successfully coped with the scenario.
The probability that the process ends in state d = 7 is calculated for each scenario n. Recursive formula (33) , shown at the bottom of the page, is used for this purpose where L n is the latest possible moment for the sensor to cue the object to an effector for timely interception, I n (i) is the first moment that the object is in the interception range of the effector, i is the moment that the effector started to move toward the object, P K (m, n) is the probability that the effector intercepts an object when it attempts to intercept at moment m, and d indicates the states
and corresponds to the numbers in Fig. 8 . To clarify, P I (m, i, d) is the probability that the object will be intercepted in the future before M n + 1 given the current situation described by m, i, and d. Note, because (33) is recursive, dynamic programming [47] can be used to calculate P I (m, i, d) . In this way, intermediate outputs of P I (m, i, d) are saved and reused, required time is traded against required memory and the computation of P I (m, i, d) is significantly accelerated.
The following formulas are used to estimate the task performance for scenario n related to asset z P (S z 1 |X 1n ) = P I (1, 1, 1) (34)
where N RT is the remaining number of sensor revisits after a confirmed detection at moment i. Valuable N RT depends on the remaining time t n (i) after starting an interception at moment i, which is estimated by solving these equations based on geometry
where v n is the velocity of the threatening object, α n is its attacking angle, x n (i) and y n (i) represent the object's position at moment i, v e is the effector's velocity, R e is the effector's interception range, n (i) is the interception angle if the object is cued to the effector at i, and x b and y b the location of the effector's base. The aforementioned equation is assumed to be also appropriate to determine the effector's and object's positions for extra interception attempts after an initially failed one.
The probability that a tracked object is intercepted depends on the data (e.g., estimation error) provided by the sensor:
where ϑ j (n, m) is the object size, σ j (n, m) is the observation's standard deviation in the effector's intercept angle Polar coordinate j during measurement m of scenario n, f (v, σ, μ) is the normal probability density of variable v with standard deviation σ and mean μ, and erf(.) is the error function. Accuracy σ j (n, m) is measured in perspective of the effector. However, the measurements are executed by a sensor that has another position than the effector. Thus, accuracies σ Rs and σ As related to the sensor measurements, as explained in Appendix V, have to be transformed. The unscented transform [48] , which translates a set of sigma points to the new domain, can be used for this purpose.
APPENDIX B PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL WEATHER ALARM
This appendix estimates probability P (S z 2 |X 2n ) that asset z is protected against a severe storm scenario n (e.g., heavy precipitation and wind gusts). The scenario is based on the analysis of past weather calamities and safety services have confirmed that a sudden storm may disturb the event and harm the assets. Fig. 2 shows the impact area for an example storm scenario.
External weather reports (e.g., national weather service) provide rough forecasts (couple of hours in advance) about upcoming storms. However, this forecast is not precise enough to estimate the necessity of an action (e.g., event evacuation). Therefore, if a potentially harmful storm is predicted, an accurate on-site radar observation system is needed for now-casting [49] . Now-casting estimates in more detail (locations, intensity, etc.) the weather and allows prediction over up to 10 min to support emergency decisions [49] .
If an atmospheric object is classified as dangerous by the onsite sensor, an early warning is transmitted to the assets. Note, a warning is activated only once. The assets can then be evacuated or prepared for impact. Each storm scenario n describes 1) the area of impact, and thus, which asset(s) z can be damaged without evacuation, 2) the reflectivity (i.e., detectability) of the storm as function of time, and 3) the remaining time before the storm impacts after the initial warning issued by the external weather forecast. The probability that a timely warning is given to asset z is calculated as follows:
where M 2n is the number of sensor measurements before the storm impacts the event for scenario n, P W (n, m) is the probability that a warning is issued during weather surveillance measurement m during scenario n, and P P (z, m) is the probability that asset z could be prepared for impact given a warning at moment m. Note that M 2n depends on the sensor revisit time for weather surveillance. The better the weather surveillance, the higher the quality of now-casting, the more time an asset statistically has to prepare before impact. The probability that an alarm is broadcasted to the assets is estimated as
where P C (n, m) is the probability that the dangerous atmospheric object is classified as dangerous at measurement m during scenario n. The following function is employed to estimate the classification performance:
where P knm is the probability that the cloud is detected, ΔR is the range resolution, ΔF is a reference range resolution for proper classification, and ΔCR knm is the cross-range resolution for cloud in scenario n at measurement m. The sigmoid function S is defined as follows:
where δ is a parameter to modify the shape of the curve. More preparation time means a higher probability that an asset survives an impact. Function S(A, B) is reused to model the probability that an asset is able to prepare for impact
where RT 2 is the revisit time of the weather surveillance and PT z is the required time for asset z to prepare for impact in order to have a chance of 50% that it is undamaged. Note, parameter PT z is not a fixed requirement, but it shapes P P (z, m).
APPENDIX C PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL CROWD CONTROL
Probability P (S z 3 |X 3n ) that asset z is protected during scenario n of operational task k = 3 is calculated in this appendix. Crowds of people may pose a threat to the assets by agitated behavior and creating chaos. A camera-equipped drone is flying over the event area to identify abnormal behavior of crowds (e.g., with image pattern recognition methods) and inappropriate activities should be stopped by the effectors (e.g., police officers). Fig. 2 shows a boundary around each asset that indicates the positions of a threatening crowd at which the surface effector can still initiate an timely reaction.
The assumed crowd-control architecture is depicted in Fig. 9 . The camera-equipped drone (i.e., observation system) is fully allocated to scan the crowd on the ground (i.e., environment) and supporting surface surveillance. The sensed data are transferred (i.e., communication link) to the base station (i.e., reconfigurable system) that directly communicates it to the security officers on the ground. These officers analyze (i.e., situational assessment) and use the data to identify and intercept threatening crowds (i.e., interception system). As a result, they change the situation (i.e., environment).
The shortest path from the crowd to the assets is a straight line, so the shortest reaction time comes from this path. If the crowd is not moving in a straight line, more time will be available. The probability that the group is detected in time is estimated as follows:
where P (S 4 ) is the probability that the drone is in operation, P un (z, n, r) is the probability that the crowd unmasks (i.e., is identifiable as threatening) as a function of distance r to the asset z of scenario x, CDP(T ) is the cumulative detection probability, which is the probability of one or more detections during time window T = (r − r l (z, n))/(v crowd ), that the crowd is agitated, r l (z, n) is the distance between asset z and the crowd of scenario n at which the effector has the last possibility to start a timely interception, and v crowd (n) is the expected velocity of the crowd of scenario n. A normal distribution is used for estimating the unmask probability as function of distance to asset z in scenario n
where μ z n is the mean distance and σ z n is the standard deviation for asset z and scenario n where a threatening crowd can unmask. Probability CDP(T ) is modeled [50] as follows:
where P do is the probability that a captured image of the sensor is successfully downloaded to the police officers, P id is the identification (by the police officers) probability when the crowd has become detectable and within the camera's field of view, v drone is the drone search speed, w c is the camera sweep width, A e the area of the event, that is searched by the sensor-equipped drone, and T the search time. The sensor sweep width is estimated as follows:
w s = 2R id tan (0.5α s )
where α s is the camera field of view angle and R id is the sensorsurface range. Probability P id is dependent on the image quality that the sensor operator is analyzing. The following metric is used based on experimental studies [51] : 
where N resolved is the number of resolved cycles on target. Parameter N resolved is given as [51] 
where A id is the crowd-size, CT F sys ( ) is the eye's contrast threshold function (values can be found in [51] ), and C TGT is the target to background contrast. As discussed, the image is captured by the sensor and transmitted over the communication channel. The properties of this communication channel are adaptable, and therefore, the transmitted image quality is adaptable. In this paper, C TGT depends on the quality of the transmitted image
where C TGT-0 is the zero range contrast, β is the transmission loss, L im and L un is the number of horizontal or vertical lines (we assume a 1:1 ratio image) in the compressed and uncompressed image, respectively, B im and B un the average number of bits for a pixel in the compressed and uncompressed image, respectively, and L and B are scalars indicating the picture degradation due to image compression. The probability that at least one relevant image of an area within the sensor field of view is successfully transmitted to the reconfigurable system is estimated as (51) where MSR(k) is the message success rate (probability to successfully download a single image) for operational task k = 3, and f frame is the number of transmitted frames per second. The number of frames is given by
where R b (k) is the selected communication bit rate for operational task k and N b (k) the number of bits per image/packet including the overhead. The number of transmitted bits for a single image without the overhead is given by
APPENDIX D PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL DRONE FLIGHT This appendix calculates probability P (S z 4 |X 4n ) that the drone is successfully controlled during dangerous air scenario n. The automatic pilot may fail to act correctly in unusual air situations. In such situations, the drone operator should be able to manage the drone remotely by sending control messages to the drone and avoid a potential accident.
The performance evaluation for this last operational task is concisely discussed. The probability that the drone remains on the predetermined path given a situation that the operator intervenes is calculated as follows:
where MSR(k, n) is the probability that a message is successfully received for operational task k = 4, N b (k, n) is the size of the message in bits including all overhead, and AT n is the time available during scenario n to transmit the instructions before an accident.
